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Performing the State:
The Jewish Palestine Pavilion at the New York World's Fair, 1939/40
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
World's fairs became a prime site for transforming the Holy Land into the Jewish
homeland. For most of the history of world's fairs, Jews were defined as a religious group and
were included in parliaments, halls, temples, and exhibitions of religion. This was by no means
the only context in which Jews might be found at world's fairs, but it was a particularly hospitable
one because it let them perform an ideal of citizenship predicated on religious liberty.1 With the
rise of Jewish national aspirations, Zionists seized the opportunity afforded by the world's fair to
promote a Jewish homeland in Palestine. If, in earlier fairs, the contest for Palestine was a
struggle between Christians and Jews for the Holy Land, the competition for Palestine in later
fairs was between Jews and Arabs for national sovereignty. By the 1930s the Zionist movement
had succeeded in becoming the "official" national and international Jewish presence at the fair,
nowhere more clearly than the Jewish Palestine Pavilion at the New York World's Fair in
1939/1940, which is my focus here.
I will argue that the Jewish Palestine Pavilion attempted to perform the state into being
by exploiting the slippage between the world itself and the world of the fair to perform de facto
statehood. By world of the fair, I mean first, an envisioned totality, and second, the idea of
bringing the entire world into one space. By performing the state into being, I mean to distinguish
the Pavilion itself as a "performance" within the theatre of the Fair, from the effects its organizers
hoped it would have. The world of the Fair—and the Jewish Palestine Pavilion—could be said to
be performative to the degree that they helped or hastened or even brought about that which they
postulated. I am indebted here to J.L. Austin's notion of performative utterance in How to Do
Things with Words.2
Those who organized the New York World's Fair (and those responsible for the Jewish
Palestine Pavilion) expressed precisely this distinction—between performance and
performative—in their own terms. Listen to Grover Whalen, President of the Fair Corporation
(until the end of the 1939 season), characterizing the Fair in his autobiography some years later:
This then was the Fair—primarily a great theater. Not only the proscenium behind which
a thousand entertainments might pass to delight the spectator, but also an amphitheater—
vast enough, deep enough, distinguished enough to show the average man how the
powers of the universe might be alerted to sustain and comfort him.3
The Fair was thus both a setting for performances, as in theatre or architecture, and it was a
performance in its own right. But, Whalen goes further. Note the sequence of terms in the passage
that he quotes from a brochure which promised that the Fair would present "a clear, unified, and
comprehensive picture of...," depict the past, show "how the present has evolved out of the past,"
and project "the average man into the World of Tomorrow."4 This leads to the following: "By
setting forth what has been beside what is, the Fair of 1939 will predict, may even dictate, the
shape of things to come."5 The sequence of terms—present, depict, show, project, predict,
dictate—shifts the ground from the exhibition as performance (as show) to the performativity of

exhibition (as action). Or, to use Austin's terms, it moves from a constative utterance (words that
state) to a performative utterance (words that do).
This sequence—from showing to projecting to predicting to dictating—is at the heart of
what might be called the agency of display. Display, particularly, was a critical tool in
envisioning the planned world of tomorrow.6 The theme, "World of Tomorrow," referred to a
world planned by architects, engineers, and designers—that is, a centrally planned though
decentralized world. The two most dramatic examples at the Fair were Democracity and
Futurama. Democracity was a garden city, with its urban business core (Centerton, surrounded by
green countryside, and satellite towns, both residential (Pleasantvilles) and industrial (Millvilles).
Democracity, the creation of a prominent industrial designer named Henry Dreyfuss, was a
"symbol of a perfectly integrated, futuristic metropolis pulsing with life and rhythm and music.
Futurama was the world in 1960, seen as if from an airplane. The featured exhibit of General
Motors, Futurama promoted the automobile by showing what the world would look like when it
was properly prepared through "super-highways, speed lanes, and multi-decked bridges."7 The
style was streamlining.
This focus on a planned world of the future for the emphasis in exhibition theory and
practice at the Fair on the "big picture," whether presented through photomurals, panoramas,
dioramas, or scale models, resembled the approach that informed the design of the Jewish
Palestine Pavilion. Visual control of the whole was primary. The generally unstated affinities
between the total, the totalizing, and the totalitarian were everywhere on display at the Fair, from
Democracity and Futurama to the Soviet and Italian pavilions.
Figure #1: “Palestine Exhibits Building,” New York World’s Fair, 1939/1940. Postcard.
"The nation is always a nation in a world of nations," argues Michael Billig.8 The Jewish state
would exist as a unique instance of a universal phenomenon. David Ben Gurion expressed this
ideal when he insisted that, "Two basic aspirations underlie all our work in this country: to be like
all nations, and to be different from all nations."9 It is the task of world's fairs to create a virtual
world of nations that not only incites the imaginative energies of nationalism, but also offers
greater control over how nations present themselves to each other, particularly for those whose
statehood has been abrogated or is yet to be achieved.. If, as Roland Robertson claims, "the idea
of nationalism (or particularism) develops only in tandem with internationalism," then the agency
of world's fairs lies precisely in how they configure and perform internationalism, understood as a
"system, in which each state officially recognizes the internal sovereignty of its neighbours.”10
Central to the internationalism of world's fairs is the "imagined universal code of
nationhood," a modular system of pavilions, flags, anthems, insignia, uniforms, and the like.11
Arranged in their own Government Zone, the states participating in the 1939/1940 New York
World's Fair were arrayed, for the most part, around a Lagoon of Nations and in a Hall of
Nations. They took their turns in a calendar of national days and weeks. Their copresence in the
world of the fair, a highly charged space of diplomacy and propaganda, signaled their mutual
recognition of each other's legitimacy. The issue of legitimacy became increasingly fraught with
the widening gap between the status quo of the fair and the upheavals of the war. It is in this
context that nations aspiring to statehood—or to regaining their sovereignty—sought the
recognition of other states. The Jewish Palestine Pavilion was neither the first nor the last to use
the world's fair in this way.
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By the time the of the New York World's Fair, Jews could bring considerable exhibition
experience to world's fairs, a subject I take up in some detail elsewhere. The key figure here is
Meyer Weisgal (1894-1977), the Zionist impresario who directed the creation of the Jewish
Palestine Pavilion. Weisgal made his world's fair debut in 1933 with a highly successful pageant,
The Romance of a People, which was performed on Jewish Day at the Century of Progress
Exposition in Chicago.12 With the waning of support for Zionism in the 1930s, Weisgal believed
that the way to revivify the Zionist movement in the United States was not through speeches (an
exhausted genre) and not through a building (too static), but through an awe-inspiring spectacle.
Notably, Weisgal had already devoted himself to creating a mass spectacle in the form of a
pageant at the 1933 Century of Progress Exhibition In his memoir, published in 1971, he
described the situation he faced at the time of the Century of Progress Exposition:
The Zionist field in Chicago was strewn with dry bones and a thousand speeches were
not going to revive them. The leadership was confined to two or three men, and they were
powerless against the inertia of the community. I realized at once that in these
circumstances pedestrian Zionist propaganda and routine education, however well
intentioned, would produce no effect. There had to be, first, a reawakening, and I turned
to the performing arts—music, drama, spectacle.13
The pageant would tell the story of the ancient struggle of the Jews, using the machinery and
properties of the Chicago Opera House, which had recently produced Aida. According to
Weisgal, "The highlight of the evening was to be: no speeches! The spectacle would deliver its
own message. This was an unheard of proposal: a great Zionist affair at which the local Zionist
orators would keep their mouths shut."14
Weisgal had three goals in creating the pageant: to further the Zionist cause by gathering
support and raising funds; to amplify the voice of protest against Hitler and raise money to help
Jews leave Germany; and, at the same time and through these efforts, to stage a strong show of
American Jewish solidarity. These goals had not changed when he was invited to lead the effort
to create a Jewish Palestine Pavilion at the New York World's Fair three years later. But the
strategy for how to achieve them had. The idea of building, which he had rejected for the Chicago
Fair, emerged here not as an inert edifice but as a way to materialize the state—literally, in terms
of all the material metonyms that were used (plants, stone, and wood, all brought from Palestine).
A pavilion would make it possible to enact statehood using every protocol for doing so that the
Fair could provide, even though the Fair Corporation argued that Jewish Palestine was not a state
and was not to be treated as if it were, its national pavilion notwithstanding. Each rebuff produced
a social drama that Weisgal quickly turned into a media event as part of his campaign to gain
public recognition of the de facto statehood of Jewish Palestine.
Weisgal answered the question of why a building was conceived, and not a pageant, in a
chapter of his autobiography appropriated titled "A Jewish State in Flushing Meadows," where he
characterized the Jewish Palestine Pavilion as "showmanship of another kind."15 The major bone
of contention was its location on the Flushing Meadows fairgrounds: "One section had been set
aside for the national pavilions, and that is where I wanted us to be. There was of course no
Jewish State as yet, but I believed in its impending arrival on the scene of history, and I wanted
the idea of Jewish sovereignty to be anticipated there, in Flushing Meadows."16 The design of the
Jewish Palestine Pavilion and its contents was in accord with Weisgal's desires, which was
"something authentically Palestinian" to show that "in 1938 Jewish Palestine was a reality; its
towns, villages, schools, hospitals and cultural institutions had risen in a land that until our
coming had been derelict and waste...I wanted a miniature Palestine in Flushing Meadows."17
Insisting—with no trace of irony—that the pavilion should steer clear of politics, Weisgal applied
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himself to the "construction of the Jewish State under the shadow of the Trylon and Perisphere,
or, as the Jews were fond of calling it, the Lulav and Esrog."18
Not only would this be the first Jewish Palestine Pavilion at a world's fair in the United
States, but also the fair would be located in New York City, home of the largest Jewish
community in the United States. Not since 1853 had there been a world's fair in New York City.
By the mid-1930s, when the city was selected as the site for 1939/1940 fair, Jews in New York
had become an increasingly confident and successful immigrant community. Jewish businessmen
and politicians, many of them from New York, were on the various boards and committees of the
Fair. They formed a veritable Who's Who of national and international figures. Many of them
were also active in Jewish communal affairs.19 Several of them were men of such enormous
wealth that any one of them could have underwritten the cost of the Jewish Palestine Pavilion,
much as Baron de Rothschild had done for the Palestine Pavilion at the 1931 International
Colonial Exposition in Paris.
Palestine exhibits intended to spur trade and investment, as well as Jewish colonization,
were appearing since the 1890s in Germany, England, France, and Palestine itself. Such exhibits
accompanied the early Zionist Congresses, some were soon incorporated into world's fairs, while
others became world's fairs in their own right. Before World War II, Jews saw the possibilities
and seized the opportunity to use Palestine exhibitions to support the Yishuv, the Jewish
community in Palestine, and the upbuilding of a Jewish national home. While Great Britain did
organize a Palestine exhibit as part of its Empire Exhibition at Wembley in 1924, the real impetus
to exhibit Palestine at world's fairs came from Jews who supported Jewish resettlement in
Palestine and the creation of a national Jewish home.
Initially, the Fair’s organizers invited Palestine to participate under the aegis of Great
Britain, which could have included Palestine along with its other Empire displaysor approved a
Mandate sponsored display. But the last thing that Great Britain wanted was to sponsor a
Palestine exhibit—in the context of the conflicts between Arabs and Jews, Britain's restrictions on
Jewish land purchases and immigration, and changes in its policy on statehood. A comment to the
press at the time of the Fair, by Sir William McLean, an expert on the Empire, captures the
British attitude: "Palestine is a costly hobby says noted Briton in Seattle...an expensive hobby of
the British Government which costs $5,000,000 a year and 'returns nothing but trouble.'” While
pointing out that these were purely his personal views, “Sir William said that England took over
Palestine under a League mandate because nobody else wanted it."20 The British were more
concerned to present "the humanitarian and social services aspect of our Colonial Empire" and
stress the "morality of the Empire."21
Once the British refusal was official, the way was cleared for Jews to go forward with a
Palestine exhibit that was not government sponsored. That did not stop the organizers from
presenting the pavilion as if it were an official presence, as can be seen from repeated objections
on the part of Arabs, the State Department, the British, and the Fair Corporation to the building
being called Palestine Pavilion. The organizers contemplated such names as "Land of Israel" or
"Jewish National Home in Palestine," but the project quickly became known as the Palestine
Pavilion, to repeated protests.22 Officially, the name was changed to Jewish Palestine Pavilion.
The real laboratory for developing concepts and techniques for "exhibiting Palestine"
came with the creation of Mischar v'Taasia (Commerce and Trade) in 1926. This organization,
based in Tel-Aviv, dedicated itself to diversifying the economy of the Yishuv, encouraging
industry and trade, and supporting urban development. It realized the power of sophisticated
marketing, advertising, and promotion techniques and transferred them from the economic realm
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to the political one in order to "sell" the idea of a Jewish homeland in Palestine. Recognizing the
importance of economic viability to statehood, their goal was to make Palestine the hub of
communication and trade in the region. They organized trade fairs in Tel-Aviv and, by the 1930s,
had created a permanent exhibition ground for The Levant Fair on the outskirts of Tel-Aviv, as it
was now called. The Levant Fairs of the thirties became world's fairs in their own right, with
international participation. Mischar v'Taasia took their exhibits and fairs on the road and made
their most spectacular showings at two Paris world's fairs—the Palestine Pavilion at the 1931
Paris International Colonial Exposition and the Pavillon d'Israel en Palestine at the 1937
Exposition internationale des arts et techniques—and, above all, at the New York World's Fair in
1939/1940. The Levant Fair even exhibited itself, in the form of a glass model, inside the Jewish
Palestine Pavilion at the New York World's Fair.
In fact, there had been many proposals for Jewish participation in the New York World's
Fair. Most of them were referred to the Temple of Religion because the Fair Corporation had
decided that there would be no separate denominational displays.23 The major competition was a
proposal from the Synagogue Council of America, "The Jewish Exhibits at the World's Fair, Jews
of All Nations, Their Contribution to the Making of America."24 Yet, in contrast with this
celebratory and retrospective proposal, the Jewish Palestine Pavilion was more in keeping with
the Fair's futuristic theme, "Building the World of Tomorrow." Indeed, the organizers were quick
to find affinities between the Fair's rhetoric about the planned world of tomorrow and Zionist
ideology.
The planners of the Jewish Palestine Pavilion realized that a way to unify national Jewish
support was to stress the upbuilding of a Jewish homeland and downplay statehood. Most
American Jews could agree on the former, particularly as the refugee issue became more acute,
while the latter was a point of sharp disagreement. As the Fair moved into its 1940 season,
however, the world was at war, and the Jewish Palestine Pavilion—including the events it
sponsored—encountered less resistance to the idea of statehood.
Figure 2: Map of the New York World’s Fair, 1939
In fact, Meyer Weisgal had waged a war with the Fair authorities every step of the way to
ensure that the Jewish Palestine Pavilion would be treated just like every other national pavilion
at the Fair—that is, the Zionist flag was to fly with the other flags, the Jewish Palestine Pavilion
was to join in the Parade of Nations, it was to be included in the Book of Nations, and otherwise
treated as it were government sponsored, which was tantamount to treating it as if it were a state,
its anomalous legal status notwithstanding. He won on most points but not on one of the most
critical—location on the map of the Fair. The Fair was organized into thematic zones, including,
among others, amusement, communications, community interests, and government. It was not a
perfect arrangement. Sweden and Turkey ended up in the “Food” zone, Florida in the
“Amusement” zone, and Masterpieces of Art ended in the “Communication and Business
Systems” zone. The Jewish Palestine Pavilion was situated in the “Community Interest” zone
because, according Fair officials, it was not sponsored by a government and, for that reason,
could not be included in the “Government” zone. By the time the fair closed on October 27, 1940,
course, there were many national pavilions—miraculously there for a second season—that were
no longer sponsored by a government, among them Czechoslovakia, which had been invaded
even before the 1939 fair opened, and subsequently Poland and Finland. The presence of these
pavilions was an indication, according to Grover Whalen, that “The World’s Fair of 1940 now
becomes international with a far more cogent meaning than when it was first planned.”25 Weisgal
had understood this all along. The strict principle of recognizing only government sponsored
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buildings as officially national ones could no longer be upheld, even nominally. This worked to
the advantage of the Jewish Palestine Pavilion.
The name of Norman Bel Geddes, a brilliant American stage and industrial designer
responsible for Futurama, was put forward for the design commission. Weisgal and his team
rejected his candidacy on the grounds that everything about the Jewish Palestine Pavilion had to
be Palestinian down to the last stone, the designer included. Their choice was Arieh El-Hanani
(Arieh Sapoznikov), who had immigrated to Palestine from the Ukraine in 1922, where he studied
at the Kiev School of Art and Architecture in 1917.26 What might the Jewish Palestine Pavilion
have looked like had Bel Geddes received the commission? Surely, nothing like the Bauhausinspired International Style building created by Arieh El-Hanina of the Levant Fair Studios in
Tel-Aviv. His Jewish Palestine Pavilion at the New York World's Fair tied for third prize with
Oscar Niemeyer's Brazilian pavilion.27
Figure 3: “Planning, Designing, and Building the Exhibit,” Photomontage from Palestine Book.
As might be expected, the Jewish Palestine Pavilion thematized Zionist ideology in its
programmatic architecture, including "a tower symbolic of those that guard the water supply and
lives of Jewish colonists in Palestine."28 Everything about the Pavilion was intended to transport
the visitor into "the atmosphere of Eretz Israel." The Cedars of Lebanon in the garden recalled the
Temple of Solomon. The eucalyptus used for the main doors to the pavilion called to mind their
role in drying the malaria swamps. Palestinian marble lined the walls of the Memorial Hall,
which was dedicated to those who gave up their lives in the building of a Jewish national home.29
Each major theme was developed in its own hall as follows:
Memorial Entrance
Section I: Achievements of Jewish Colonization
Hall of Transformation
Hall of Agriculture and Settlement
Hall of the Town Planning/Cities
Hall of Industry
Hall of Culture and Education
Hall of Labor and New Social Forms
Hall of Health
Section II: The Holy Land of Yesterday and Tomorrow
Temple of Solomon
Diorama Hall—Famous Palestinian Scenes
Section III: Gallery of Palestinian Arts and Crafts
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While a detailed analysis of the installation itself is beyond the scope of this essay,
suffice it to say that the archival material reveals the exhibition concepts guiding the design and
exposes significant differences between the approach of El-Hanani, whose work until then had
been in Palestine and Europe, and the approach of his American collaborator Lee Simonson, a
distinguished theatre designer associated with the New Stagecraft. El-Hanani’s approach was
documentary and architectural, whereas Simonson approached installation as a form of theater,
with special attention to lighting and special effects. The New York World's Fair produced an
extraordinary body of reflection on the nature of exhibition, particularly at international
expositions, but also in relation to museums.30 Those reflections, together with discussions in the
archive of the Jewish Palestine Pavilion, allow us to historicize display concepts, practices, and
understandings. What emerges from this material is the historical entanglement of propaganda, as
understood in this period, and advertising as related arts of persuasion.
The Jewish Palestine Pavilion was the not the only context for Jewish participation at the
New York World's Fairs. As already mentioned there was the Temple of Religion. In 1940, with
the withdrawal of the Soviets and the dismantling of their building, the gaping space on the Fair
map was filled with a hastily constructed American
Common and Immigrant Honor Wall, where Jews could be found, not as such—only
under the countries where they had been born or spent their formative years. They could also be
found in the Polish Pavilion, where Arthur Szyk's miniatures were the basis for an exhibition of
the role of Poles in American history. And Jews were part of the failed effort to create a Freedom
Pavilion—an inversion of the Nazi Degenerate Art Exhibit—which would feature the work of the
writers and artists that had been exiled, or self-exiled from Germany. But, nothing was as
prominent or as national in its reach as the Jewish Palestine Pavilion.
The Jewish Palestine Pavilion, by dint of the massive organization effort to mobilize
American Jewry to support it, is part of a process of transformation that David H. Shpiro
describes in his study of American Zionism. He delineates the conversion of American Zionism
from "an apolitical, philanthropical entity into a powerful, well-organized political influence
group that had adopted many of the methods inherent in the American democratic process and
had learned to manipulate the diverse forces at play on the American scene."31 Making no
mention of phenomena like the Jewish Palestine Pavilion, Shapiro observes that "The Zionist
movement totally lacked organizational tools; it had no department of information and
propaganda, no public relations section, no regular means of feeding news to the press or radio."32
However, by searching for the strategic approach that only an established organization
could sustain, he overlooks the kind of tactical approach that someone like Weisgal would seize
as opportunities arose.33 Indeed, the Jewish Palestine Pavilion is a prime example of tactics, from
beginning to end. Once the Pavilion was up and running, Weisgal made every effort to convert
tactics into strategy. That is, he pressured the Fair Corporation to recognize the Pavilion as a
national entity on a par with the other national pavilions so that he would not have to proceed
tactically, opportunity by opportunity, to fight for this recognition. Even with limited resources,
the Jewish Palestine Pavilion organized a systematic campaign, involving information services,
public relations, publicity, and propaganda on behalf of the Zionist cause.34
The tactic, in Palestine and at the Fair, was to make facts on the ground (or grounds). The
Jewish Palestine Pavilion played a vital role in projecting statehood as "fact." As I have argued
here, this was done not only through displays of Jewish Palestine as if it were already a
functioning state, a fait accompli awaiting ratification, but also by using the world's fair itself as a
stage for performing statehood—that is, as a series of occasions for international recognition. For
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the Jewish Palestine Pavilion to convey de facto statehood, it had first to envision, then visualize,
and finally project the "fact." As discussed above, a pavilion was better suited for the purpose
than the kind of pageant Weisgal had produced for the 1933 Century of Progress Exposition in
Chicago. A pavilion was more "strategic" than a pageant because it occupied a nationally defined
territory on the fair grounds from which it could project its messages in a sustained and
systematic way for the entire duration of the Fair.
This raises a final question: why, until recently, did the Palestinian Arabs not create their
own national exhibits at world's fairs?35 The vital importance of projection is captured by Edward
Said in his analysis of what he characterizes as Palestinian powerlessness to claim Jerusalem:
It is a sign of Palestinian powerlessness and, it must be said, collective incompetence that
to this day the story of Jerusalem's loss both in 1948 and 1967 has not been told by them,
but—insofar as it has been told at all—partially reconstructed either by Israelis
sympathetic and unsympathetic or by foreigners. In other words, not only has there been
no Palestinian narrative of 1948 and after that can at least challenge the dominant Israeli
narrative, there has also been no collective Palestinian projection for Jerusalem since its
all-too-definitive loss in 1948 and again in 1967. The effect of this quite extraordinary
historical and political neglect has been to deprive us of Jerusalem well before the fact. 36
The Jewish Palestine Pavilion was precisely about projecting statehood before the de jure fact.
Said attributes considerable agency to such projections. Referring to Israel's projection of
Jerusalem as "an 'eternally' unified, principally Jewish city under exclusive Israeli sovereignty,"
Said cautions, "Only by doing so first in projections could it then proceed to the changes on the
ground during the last eight or nine years [prior to 1995], that is, to undertake the massive
architectural, demographic, and political metamorphosis that would then correspond to the
images and projections."37 Would that it were that simple.
There is, however, cause for cautious optimism, given a recent efforts to offer “a tangible
vision of the benefits of peace.” The Arc, a proposal developed under the auspices of the Rand
Corporation, is intended as “an urban and infrastructural solution that would embody the iconic
power that would dramatize the emergence of a new independent state.”38 The issue is not
whether or not The Arc is the ultimate solution, but rather that the process of envisioning
statehood in concrete as well as symbolically resonant terms. Much is to be learned in this regard
from the Jewish Palestine Pavilion.
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